GigaSat

DA-150 Antenna
An advanced all composite 1.5m driveaway antenna for
easy installation on any vehicle
Features

On-air in less than10
minutes

No tools required

Multi-band feeds
changed in minutes

Intelsat/Eutelsat
compliant for
commercial bands

Modem agnostic,
L-band interface

Complete, integrated,
systems available

400W 1+1 TWTA
configuration fits
inside the pod

The DA-150 is the World’s first monocoque
construction, all carbon-fibre driveaway
satellite antenna, making it stronger and lighter than any comparable product.
With no heavy metal structure to support the
reflector and feed arm the antenna has an all
up weight of only 120kgs. This means it can
be easily installed on all types of vehicle,
without having to make structural changes.
Light weight also keeps the vehicle’s centre of
gravity low, minimising the affect on the
original driving characteristics.
The unique GigaSat quick release system
allows change of frequency band in seconds
without the use of tools. Feed cartridges are
available for C-band, X-band, Ku-band, DBSband and Ka-band .
When stowed the DA-150 becomes a fully
enclosed pod on the roof of the vehicle with
an exceptionally low drag co-efficient, again
designed not to affect the driving
characteristics of the vehicle and the very low
profile also makes the antenna visually
unobtrusive.

When deployed, the pod turns about its own
axis during azimuth adjustment keeping
overall dimensions to a minimum. This is
vitally important when considering installation
of other roof mounted ancillaries such as
generator radiators, air conditioning systems
and pneumatic masts.
Inside the pod there is space for a pair of
400W HPA’s with block upconverters,
redundancy system and/or phase combiner.
Mounting this hardware in the pod provides
an obvious advantage of more space inside
the vehicle but additionally removes noise
and heat from inside and reduces losses
between the HPA and antenna.
Alternatively (usually for extreme climates),
the antenna can be specified with a rotary
joint allowing the HPA’s to be conventionally
installed.
With the GigaSat STC-150 antenna controller
the DA-150 can automatically acquire and
track, even on inclined orbit satellites.

GigaSat

Specifications
Power

General

Power Requirement

90 to 264V AC Power Supply (option)
+24V DC (option)

Antenna Type

Elliptical with 20° offset feed

Diameter

1.4 x 1.49m

Configuration

Offset

Environmental

Polarisation

Linear, orthogonal transmit & receive.
(Optional circular left & right)

Temperature

Cross Polarisation

-35dB within the –1dB co-polar contour
(linear)

Humidity

150%

40dB (Linear)

Altitude

4,500m

Wind Rating

Operational

Port-to-Port Isolation

Transmit
Transmit Bands

DA-150/60
DA-150/70
DA-150/140
DA-150/180
DA-150/300

5.85 to 6.65GHz
7.9 to 8.4GHz
13.75 to 14.5GHz
17.3 to 18.4GHz
27.5 to 31GHz

-40 to +80°C - Transportation & Storage
-20 to +60°C - Operational
Optional Heating Systems

Survival

60km/h with gusts to
72km/h
130km/h (stowed)

Physical
Elevation Adjustment

0 to 90°
+/-180°

3dB Beamwidth

<1.1° at 13.75GHz

Azimuth Adjustment

Transmit Power

1.5kW max.

Polarisation Adjustment +/- 95°

Off Axis Transmit Gain

<29-25 logθ dBi

Packed Size

1.95 x 1.55 x 0.51m

VSWR

1.3:1

Weight

120kgs

Transmit Gain

DA-150/60
DA-150/70
DA-150/140
DA-150/180
DA-150/300

38.0dBi mid-band
42.0dBi mid-band
45.0dBi mid-band
46.7dBi mid-band
50.6dBi mid-band

Receive Bands

DA-150/60
DA-150/70
DA-150/140
DA-150/180
DA-150/300

3.4 to 4.2GHz
7.25 to 7.75GHz
10.7 to 12.75GHz
10.7 to 12.75GHz
19.2 to 21.2GHz

Receive Gain

DA-150/60
DA-150/70
DA-150/140
DA-150/180
DA-150/300

34.0dBi mid-band
39.7dBi mid-band
43.5dBi mid-band
43.5dBi mid-band
47.0dBi mid-band

Receive

1+1 TWTAs installed in pod
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